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I. LIBERTY AS A DEFAULT?

Many liberal political philosophers have claimed that moral and political life rests on
a principle of “natural liberty” — a general presumption in favor of freedom of
action. As Joel Feinberg puts it, “liberty should be the norm, coercion always needs
some special justification.” 1 John Rawls advances a wider specification, identifying
“restrictions” (rather than only “coercion”) as requiring justification: “there is a
general presumption against imposing legal and other restrictions on conduct
without sufficient reason.” 2 Some of Mill’s specifications are even less focused on the
law: “in practical matters, the burthen of proof is supposed to be with those who are
against liberty” — liberty is the default; its limitation requires justification. 3 Perhaps
the widest specification is Locke’s: “all men are naturally in … a State of perfect
Freedom to order their actions ... as they think fit ... without asking leave, or
depending upon the Will of any other Man.” 4
A number of philosophers — both from within and without the liberal tradition
— have rejected this principle. Some suspect that it is covertly libertarian, hostile to
claims of distributive justice (this, despite the fact that Rawls, Feinberg, and Mill and
other non-libertarians endorse it). To others, it is simply another piece of liberal
ideology, seeking to insinuate into the very foundation of moral thinking a claim
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that (negative) liberty has a special status, and is somehow more basic than positive
liberty, welfare, equality or justice. Indeed, the principle seems to suppose that law
and even morality itself are somehow inherently liberal; once one understands the
structure of legal and moral reasoning and justification, one is committed to the
view that liberty is the default. The opponents of liberalism and negative liberty
seem to lose out before we ever get to substantive argument, simply by appeal to the
nature of legal and moral thinking.
We focus on this last claim: is a commitment to liberty as the default somehow
implicit in our moral thinking? We know that philosophers disagree. Our concern in
this paper is how normal human reasoners answer this question. When people
reason on the basis of moral rules, do they suppose that, in the absence of a
prohibitory rule they are free to act, or do they suppose that morality always
requires a justification establishing a permission to act? Our answer is mixed: we
shall show that rule followers sometimes suppose a principle of natural liberty,
sometimes its denial. Yet, we shall argue, there is reason to believe that rule
followers are inclined — in some cases strongly inclined — to suppose that natural
liberty is indeed the default. Both systems seem possible: is there a reason to adopt
one or the other? We argue that systems of social morality based on a principle of
natural liberty have a decisive advantage over their competitors: they are well
adapted to effectively exploring the constant novel circumstances that arise in open,
dynamic, societies.
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Our analysis is divided into three parts. In section II we clarify the principle of
natural liberty, distinguishing several versions, and sketch some criticisms that have
been raised against it. Section III considers how a principle of natural liberty enters
into moral learning and rule following behavior. Here we present empirical research
concerning the conditions under which moral learners conclude that their system is,
or is not, one based on a default of liberty. Finally, in section IV we argue that
systems of moral rules premised on a principle of natural liberty have decisive
advantages in helping us to navigate, and to expand, the constant novelty that
confronts diverse, open, societies.

II. LIBERTY: NATURAL OR JUSTIFIED?

A. The Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
The intuitive attraction of a principle of natural liberty was perhaps best articulated
by S. I. Benn, who asked us to
[i]magine Alan sitting on a public beach, a pebble in each hand, splitting one pebble by
striking it with another. Betty, a casual observer, asks him what he is doing. She can see, of
course, that he is splitting pebbles; what she is asking him to do is to explain it, to redescribe
it as an activity with an intelligible point, something he could have a reason for doing. There
is nothing untoward about her question, but Alan is not bound to answer it unless he likes.
Suppose, however, that Betty had asked Alan to justify what he was doing or to give an
excuse for doing it. Unlike explanations, justifications and excuses presume at least prima
facie fault, a charge to be rebutted, and what can be wrong with splitting pebbles on a public
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beach? Besides, so far as we can tell, Alan is not obliged to account to Betty for his actions....
Suppose Betty were to prevent Alan from splitting pebbles by handcuffing him or
removing all the pebbles within reach. Alan could now quite properly demand a justification
from Betty, and a tu quoque reply from her that he, on his side, had not offered her a
justification for splitting pebbles, would not meet the case, for Alan’s pebble splitting had
done nothing to interfere with Betty’s actions. The burden of justification falls on the
interferer, not on the person interfered with. So while Alan might properly resent Betty’s
interference, Betty has no ground for complaint against Alan. 5

Let us call this the Full-fledged Liberal, or the
Strong Principle of Natural Liberty:
(1) (a) Alan does not need a permission granted by any moral rule R, in order
to perform an action, φ, without moral fault.
(b) So he is not always morally required to cite a permission to φ in the
face of a moral challenge to his φ–ing by Betty.
(c) In this sense Alan is under no standing obligation to justify his φ-ing.
(2) (a) Interference with, or restriction of, Alan’s φ-ing requires justification.
(b) Unless Betty, the interferer, can cite a moral permission to interfere,
she is normally morally blameworthy for her interference.
According to the Strong Principle of Natural Liberty, in Benn’s pebble-splitting case
Alan properly resents Betty’s interference (because of clause 2), while she has no
ground of complaint against him — there is no presumptive fault, so no call for Alan
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to justify himself (because of clause 1).
Note that the statement of the Strong Principle of Natural Liberty appeals to the
idea of moral rules. The focus is on what a number of philosophers have called
“social morality”: a system of social rules that guides behavior and forms a basis for
shared normative expectations about what one may or may not do, and what one
can demand that others refrain from, or must do, and shared empirical expectations
as to whether people will conform to these rules. 6 There are many sorts of social
rules: descriptive rules (what side of the sidewalk do we walk on here?), mere social
norms (say, norms of deference in class cultures) and moral rules. When agents see
social rules as moral, they not only understand them as the basis of coordinated
expectations, but their normative attitudes and personal moral beliefs support these
rules, and they internalize them: they see the rules as internal demands and will
experience guilt when they fail to conform, and resentment and indignation when
others fail. 7 As Kurt Baier stressed, these rules must be teachable, and indeed they
must be taught. “People are neglecting their duties if they do not teach these moral
rules to their children.” 8 Equipped with these, a child can navigate social life, being
aware of the normative expectations of others (what others think the child ought to
do), and when the child can expect others will be sensitive to her normative
demands. When these conditions are met within a group or social network, a moral
rule R is the basis for mutually acknowledged moral demands, and expectations
about behavior. Rules of social morality are quintessentially about the sorts of social
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interaction that is crystalized in Benn’s example: one person is acting and another
challenges his action, demanding that he desist. 9 Here, unless there are shared
expectations about what is appropriately demanded, and what sort of action is
permitted or prohibited, the parties will fail to successfully coordinate their actions
and demands.
To be sure, some of the rules that we might identify as “moral” are perhaps
better understood as personal rules or norms. 10 Whereas a rule R is a rule of social
morality only if R is a rule that some group or social network accepts and generally
acts upon, sometimes a moral rule is conceived of as an unconditional personal
commitment: if Alan endorses an unconditional rule against lying, Alan will not lie,
regardless of what others do or what they expect of him. Such personal rules are also
taught from one generation to the next, and form a part of a person’s moral code.
The Strong Principle of Natural Liberty focuses too much on interpersonal claims
and challenges to capture this personal aspect of morality. However in teaching such
a code to one’s child, clause 1a of the principle is obviously relevant, i.e., what we
will call
The Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty: Alan does not need a permission granted
by any moral rule R, in order to φ without moral fault.
This rule certainly can be supposed in teaching a personal moral code to one’s child,
even if no one else in the society accepts it. The Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
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is the crux of the idea that liberty is the default: when Alan φs, it is not the case that
he must be permitted by some moral rule R to φ if he is to φ without moral fault.
Thus, he can be morally free to φ, even though he could cite no rule (either social or
personal) justifying his φ-ing, indeed even if there is no rule granting permission.
Given this apparently modest principle, we can see why Betty cannot assume that,
as a matter of course, she can advance a well-grounded moral demand that Alan
justify his action, for he need not always possess a justification.

B. Rejecting the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
Somewhat surprisingly, objections to the Full-fledged Liberal Principle of Natural
Liberty often seem focused on the Minimal Principle. In rejecting the principle of
natural liberty, Ranier Forst insists:
“[a] In a moral context, a person can be called autonomous only if he or she acts on the basis
of reasons that take every other person into account, so that these reasons are mutually
justifiable. [b] Wherever the actions of a person affect others in a morally relevant way, they
must be justifiable on the basis of reciprocally and generally binding norms, and therefore all
those affected — individually — can demand that the agent justify his action on the basis of
reasons that are ‘not reasonable to reject’.…” 11

A Kantian Criticism. In part [a] of the above quote Forst claims that if M is a moral
context, an autonomous Alan must only act on reasons that are justifiable to Betty.
Thus it cannot be the case that there is any moral context M, such that a person in M
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need not justify himself to others. So it seems Forst’s claim must be that the Minimal
Principle of Natural Liberty cannot be part of the moral sphere (it cannot operate
within the moral domain); if the Principle of Natural Liberty operated within a
moral context M then it would be false that in all moral contexts Alan must be able
to justify his action to Betty. Thus because on Forst’s account morality always
requires justification and the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty denies that
justification is always called for, both cannot be correct about morality.
On closer examination it is not clear that Forst is successful in rejecting Minimal
Natural Liberty. Forst’s specification of the moral context in [b] may be read as
advancing:
The General Prohibition Principle: There is a general prohibition on acting without
justification when one’s actions affect others.
But then it must be the case that Alan does not need a permission granted by any
moral rule R, in order to φ without moral fault (Minimal Natural Liberty), unless φing falls under the General Prohibition Principle. More generally, any time a system
specifies a triggering condition for moral justification or, more generally, morality
(e.g., affecting others, affecting their welfare), it is implied that when the condition is
not met, the person is free to act without having a moral justification, and that
simply is the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty.
Perhaps, it might be thought, a divide between the moral and the nonmoral
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context can, after all, be reconciled with the rejection of the Minimal Principle of
Natural Liberty. If there is a divide between the moral and non-moral contexts, and
if the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty is on the “non-moral side of this divide”
(where the trigger for moral justification has not been pulled), the Principle of
Natural Liberty is not, by definition, part of morality, so it cannot be a “moral
liberty.” And this may be what Forst has in mind, as he insists that all moral claims
to liberty require justification: the only plausible “presumption” in favor of liberty,
he tells us, would be one of “equally justifiable liberty.” 12 But justification is
constitutive of the moral context M, so no liberty “outside” of M can have a moral
dimension. But this is to misconceive a moral liberty — perhaps to confuse it with a
moral claim to freedom. On a fairly straightforward Hofeldian-inspired analysis, a
moral liberty to φ simply is equivalent to a “no moral duty not to φ.” 13 So a sphere in
which no moral duty can apply is, by definition, a sphere of moral liberty. To say
that, given a principle of natural liberty, morality permits one to proceed in that
sphere is not to claim that morality justifies an explicit permission, much less a claim
on others to allow one to proceed — only that morality is silent.
In the end, there are two ways to revise Forst’s complaint so that it truly rejects
the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty— both drop the moral context condition. (i)
What we might call a “one sphere” solution simply requires that all actions —
including Alan’s pebble splitting — must be justified to others. This is the
straightforward interpretation of rejecting “natural” liberty: there is only “justified”
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liberty, because all liberty is within morality.

(ii) Alternatively a “two sphere”

solution would identify a moral sphere in which the General Prohibition Principle is
justified and another (basically self-regarding sphere) in which a principle of
minimal liberty is explicitly morally justified. With both solutions there is no line
between the moral and what lies outside of it. In the one sphere solution there is no
division. In the two sphere solution there is a line within morality between selfregarding freedom, where further justification is not required, and the General
Prohibition Principle, where it is. On either proposal there is no room for natural
liberty as a default, for all possible actions are sorted into a moral category; either a
single one or two mutually exclusive and exhaustive parts of the fully justified moral
domain.

A Welfarist Criticism. We have focused on what may be broadly called Forst’s
“Kantian” rejection of natural liberty. 14 The other common route to rejecting natural
liberty is via a welfarist or utilitarian standard of evaluation. Thus Claude Hillinger
and Victoria Lapham insist, “[w]henever the choices of one individual impinge on
the welfare of others, there is no general presumption in favor of freedom of
individual choice.”15 On the face of it we are simply back to the “other-regarding”
triggering condition, but suppose a certain welfarist view where (i) the aim is always
the maximization of individual welfare, and (ii) we suppose that individual rational
action always seeks to maximize personal welfare. Then, if no one else’s welfare is
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relevant, and so the person goes ahead and maximizes her own welfare, that just is
the best way to maximize welfare. So here we may say that there is after all a
justification of the liberty: if the person cares about her own welfare, giving her the
liberty to pursue it is justified in the self-regarding case. In any event, in moral
philosophy classic act-utilitarians are clear that for all possible acts of an individual,
he is obligated to do that which best maximizes overall utility, so there can be no
question of a “natural liberty” that is not justified by the utilitarian standard. 16

C. Two Desiderata for Social Morality
Recall that our primary interest here is a system of social-moral rules that provides
the basis for sustained network of shared expectations and commonly recognized
claims. As Rawls would say, our concern is a social practice that provides for the
public adjudication of our claims in a system of social cooperation.17 Kurt Baier is
certainly correct that one desideratum for such a moral practice is that it can be
transmitted from one generation to the next. “Morality is meant to be taught to all
members of the group in such a way that everyone can and ought always to act in
accordance with these rules.” 18 If we wish to understand the place of natural liberty
in a system of social morality, we should consider its place, not in a scheme of vague
and abstract categorizations or principles of morality, but in a teachable, and so
learnable, system of moral rules. We need to inquire what learnable systems of social
morality which include it — and reject it — look like. And we should examine how
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moral learners come to the conclusion that the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
characterizes morality, and under what conditions they will agree with critics like
Forst and act utilitarians, that morality denies any such liberty. And if one system is
learnable and the other is not, or if one is more easily learned than the other, we may
find that one or the other system is better suited to play morality’s expected role in
human life. 19
This leads to the second desideratum for a social morality. In the above quote
Baier argues that it ought to be the case that the taught rules, at least in principle, can
always be complied with. Now without accepting all that this might imply, it does
seem that an acceptable set of moral rules should generally be decisive, in the sense
that for any action φ, the system of morality allows, requires or prohibits φ (with the
“or” being exclusive). Formally, this is a consistency condition — for any action φ,
the moral system is single-functioned, providing one and only one answer. 20 If the
moral system is not single-functioned in this way, it is in principle impossible that a
person can always comply with it. This is obvious if the system fails to be single
functioned because, for some action φ, it yields both the outputs in the same
circumstances that φ is prohibited and that it is required. Of course the system may
yield “prima facie” or “pro tanto” opposing judgments, which need to be weighed
and, as a practical matter, it may be very difficult to do the weighing, but these
complexities are all consistent with the requirement that the system is not, in
principle and all-thing-considered, “over-complete,” 21 i.e., inherently inconsistent.
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Another failure of decisiveness, under-completeness, may seem less worrying. Here,
in a context in which φ is a feasible option, the system does not generate any of the
judgments: φ is required, φ is prohibited, or φ is permitted. In this context undercompleteness also makes it impossible to comply with the system: if the system is
under-complete among “φ is permitted, φ is required, φ is prohibited” one cannot
“always to act in accordance with these rules,” for the rules do not entail any
instructions. One cannot go ahead and φ in this case, for that would be to suppose
that φ is permitted, and that is what the system is incomplete about. And one cannot
simply refrain from φ-ing, for the system is incomplete about whether φ is required.
Decisiveness is typically assumed in systems of deontic logic: if an action is not
prohibited or required, then it is permitted, and it cannot be both permitted and
prohibited. Now to be sure, real-world systems of social rules do not possess such
logical clarity. Social rules are sometimes ambiguous, and a person can satisfy
normative expectations in different ways. 22 Nevertheless, for social morality to
generally provide a system of shared expectations, ambiguity must be held firmly in
check. As Rawls insisted, a fundamental function of a system of social ethics is to
provide a decisive resolution of disputes. 23 To achieve coordination in cooperative
contexts the rules must guide our expectations, so that one can anticipate whether a
person must, must not, or may φ, and there is also a shared understanding when one
may demand that another φs (or refrains) and when one appropriately blames others
for what they have done. A social morality that lacks decisiveness will thus be
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flawed, given the very job that we wish our shared morality to perform. 24 While
some ambiguity may well be not only unavoidable but useful, systems of high
ambiguity simply cannot fulfill their coordinating role. 25 Thus decisiveness is a
desideratum, though complete decisiveness is not a requirement. Like cricket???, the
rules of morality may sometimes be unclear, but unless the rules typically provide
unambiguous guidance, the game cannot be played.
If we focus on social morality — a system of shared empirical and normative
expectations within a group that allows coordination of behavior — it is clear the
great merits of a generally decisive system that can be taught and learned. However,
even if we take a simple personal view of morality — according to which moral rules
are a person’s unconditional rules of behavior — decisiveness is a great virtue.
When the rules are not decisive a person who seeks to always conform to morality
can experience decisional paralysis: she confronts some feasible set of actions and
cannot select from it. Here one not only confronts incompatible options that one
cannot rank, but the selection of any option implies that one may have done wrong
because one failed to select another. 26

III. NATURAL LIBERTY AND MORAL LEARNING

A. Teachable Decisive Morality: Closure Rules
In order for a system of morality to be teachable and decisive, it must contain rules
that (i) are sufficiently fine-grained to generally secure coordination of expectations
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as to what others will do and (ii) close the system so that it is always decisive. 27 To
be sure, (ii), a closure principle, is not formally required for a system of rules. If all
action types were specified, then theoretically each type could be binned into the
prohibited or the permitted. Depending on the number of action types and the
capacity of the learner, this list could be internalized by rote. In the case of human
rule systems, however, it seems that the list of action types is vast and the cognitive
resources limited. 28 Real human reasoners can only learn a relatively modest set of
rules, and they do not possess the cognitive resources to infer all the possible
applications of the set of rules. Moreover, because moral learning is gradual, it is
important for the human learner to have some way of making a reasonable
prediction about whether an action of a new type falls into the prohibited or the
permitted class. Hence, it is likely that people do make some kind of inferences that
bear on the rest of the rule system. The sort of inference in which we are interested
are closure rules: if in circumstances C the set of moral rules do not instruct whether
φ is prohibited, required or permitted, then a default rule is invoked which implies
one may φ, one may not φ or one must φ. Drawing on this idea, John Mikhail
identifies one such closure rule,
The Closure Principle of Natural Liberty: Whatever is not prohibited (and this
includes the non-performance of specific acts) is permitted. 29
On this closure rule, an agent consults the system of rules and determines whether
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her φ-ing is prohibited by some rule in the system; if it is not, then she is free to φ.
Thus the Closure Principle of Natural Liberty implies the Minimal Principle of
Natural Liberty, i.e., Alan does not, as a matter of course, need a permission granted
by any moral rule R, in order to φ without moral fault. As Mikhail notes, we can
contrast this principle of natural liberty to another closure rule:
Residual Prohibition Principle: Whatever is not permitted is prohibited.
Under this closure rule Alan is prohibited from φ-ing unless the system has a rule
permitting φ–ing. The Residual Prohibition Principle is inconsistent with the
Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty: if there is no permission rule R that allows
Alan to φ, he violates a prohibition and so is at moral fault. If, accepting the need for
a closure rule, a moral theory or conception of rules rejects the Closure Principle of
Natural Liberty, it is committed to the Residual Prohibition Principle. If an agent
does not have a liberty to φ (i.e., one does not possess a “no duty not to φ”) when the
rules are silent, then it must be the case that when the rules are silent she does have a
duty not to φ, that is, φ is prohibited.
We now can reanalyze the debate about the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
as a comparative analysis of two different types of moral rule systems, those based
on the Closure Principle of Natural Liberty and the Residual Prohibition Principle.
Moralities, we have been insisting, must be teachable and learnable, and so must
appeal to one or the other closure rule. Thus we may wonder, are both the types of
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moral systems learnable?

B. The Experiments
People have knowledge of numerous rule systems in numerous domains, and
different closure principles apply in different domains. This is easy to see by
considering games. Nowhere in the rules of chess does it forbid replacing a rook
with a wizard who can kill the king with his gaze. Yet this is obviously prohibited in
chess. Whatever is not expressly permitted by the rules of chess is prohibited. Of
course this still leaves a great deal of flexibility, otherwise chess would not be very
interesting. But here we have a game that is closed under residual prohibition – any
move that is not expressly permitted is prohibited. Consider now the childhood
game of not letting a balloon touch the floor. Apart from the fact that you lose if the
balloon touches the ground, there is but one rule: no holding the balloon. Anything
else goes. It is okay to hit the balloon with the shoulder, knee, head, elbow, etc. It is
okay to stand on one’s head to hit the balloon. While Mom might get mad if you
stand on the kitchen table to hit the balloon, that too is allowed by the lights of the
game. Except for holding the balloon, anything goes. In the balloon game, the rules
are closed under natural liberty (in the game).
There are a number of ways to learn closure rules. Often, rather than being
explicitly taught, learners infer them. We will suggest that at least in some cases,
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these inferences are rational. Our focus here is one way in which learners make such
inferences, through pedagogical sampling. Sometimes a learner has reason to think
that the training examples she receives come from a teacher who is trying to help
her. 30 This procedure can be part of a normatively rational procedure. If Betty knows
that Alan is trying to teach her a rule (say), and she knows that Alan assumes that
she is rational, then Betty should expect Alan to give examples that are maximally
useful for a rational agent trying to acquire the rule.
Recent evidence indicates that people do in fact engage in learning based on an
assumption of pedagogical sampling. In one study, teachers were told to help
learners determine the dimensions of a rectangle by indicating with a green circle a
positive example (falling inside the rectangle) and by indicating with a red X a
negative example (falling outside the rectangle). 31 A good teacher who assumes that
the learner is rational will pick near misses. The positive example should be just
inside one corner of the rectangle, and the negative example should be just outside
the opposite corner. If a learner assumes that the teacher has done this, she will
choose a rectangle that barely includes the positive example and barely excludes the
negative example. And in fact, in these tasks, learners do choose rectangles that
stretched from the positive example in one corner to the edge of negative example in
the other corner. This suggests that the learners are, rightly as it happens, assuming
that the examples were chosen with the learner in mind.
Turning to rules, suppose a teacher has a limited amount of time to teach
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someone a rule system. There are, of course, many factors to consider. For instance,
if it is much worse to commit a violation than to forgo an option, the teacher might
focus on the violations. But in general, one prevailing factor in good teaching will be
efficiency. Typically, when the closure principle for a rule system is Residual
Prohibition, there will be many more action types prohibited than permitted; when it
is the Closure Principle Natural Liberty, many more action types will be permitted
than prohibited. Thus, if a teacher wants the learner to infer a closure principle, it
will be efficient for the teacher to provide examples from the smaller set and
anticipate that the learner will infer that the closure rule applies to the larger
remainder. If the teacher knows that the relevant principle is the Closure Principle
of Natural Liberty, the teacher should provide examples of prohibitions, since the
learner will infer that there is a larger remainder of permissions. If the relevant
principle is the Residual Prohibition Principle, the teacher should provide examples
of permissions. Accordingly, if the learner assumes that the teacher is trying to
provide evidence that would be most efficient for a rational learner, then the learner
should infer the Residual Prohibition Principle when the teacher provides
permission rules and the Closure Principle of Natural Liberty when the teacher
provides prohibition rules.
To explore this issue empirically we ran a series of small learning studies. In the
first two studies participants were told that they would be learning about a game
from a teacher and that they would have to use this information to determine other
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rules of the game. In both initial studies, we presented participants with either two
permission rules or two prohibition rules. Then we had them determine whether a
new action would be prohibited or permitted.
In the first study, they were told about a ball game. The instructions in the
prohibition-training condition went as follows (in the permission-training condition,
the “not” was omitted.):
Before you play Game X, the teacher tells you two rules.
1. You are not allowed to bounce the ball on the ground.
2. You are not allowed to hold onto the ball.
The teacher says that while these aren’t the only rules, it’s enough to get you
started.
Participants were then asked whether they thought “you are or are not allowed to
toss the ball in the air,” using a 7-point scale from “You are not allowed to toss a ball
into the air” to “You are allowed to toss a ball into the air.” We predicted that
participants in the prohibition-training condition would be more likely to say that
you are allowed to engage in the new action type. That is exactly what we found.
Participants in the prohibition condition tended to say that it is permissible to toss
the ball in the air (M=5.17), which was significantly different from the responses in
the permission-training condition (M=3.94, t(112)=2.9, p < .01). 32
To reinforce this result, we ran a second study in which we used a board game
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for the rule system. This also afforded a very closely matched set of training
examples. As before, participants were told that they were being taught a game and
they needed to infer other rules from limited information.

In the prohibition-

training condition, they received the following (again, the “not” was omitted in the
permission-training condition):
1. You are not allowed to put a red peg on a black square.
2. You are not allowed to put a green peg on a black square.
Participants were asked to indicate whether you are or are not allowed to put a blue
peg on a black square. As in study 1, we found a clear difference in the predicted
direction. Participants in the prohibition condition tended to say that it is
permissible to put a blue peg on a black square (M=4.8), and this was significantly
different from the responses in the permission-training condition (M=3.3, t(47)=2.82,
p<.001). 33
Thus the results confirm our hypothesis that participants will be more likely to
infer the Closure Principle of Natural Liberty when given only prohibition rules.
Our prediction was based on the idea that participants would exploit the
assumption of pedagogical sampling — that the teacher was trying to communicate
the rule system in an efficient manner. In keeping with this idea, we found that
several participants, in both conditions, explicitly appealed to what the teacher
would have done to optimize teaching, e.g., “The teacher would have told me in the
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instructions” (prohibition-training condition); “I would think the teacher would
have told us if blue was allowed to go on a black square” (permission-training
condition).
The previous studies focus on rules of games, but we also wanted to explore
something closer to a normative rule system. 34 In a third study, participants were
told the following:
There is a Farm with squeaky mice, and all the mice are supposed to follow The
Rules of Mice, written in a book. The Farm has four barns: Red, Blue, Yellow and
Green.
In the prohibition-training condition, they received the following:
The Rules of Mice Book says
1. Squeaky mice are not allowed to be in the Red Barn
2. Squeaky mice are not allowed to be in the Yellow Barn.
In the permission-training, of course, the “not”s were omitted. We had a third,
mixed, condition with these rules (counterbalanced for order):
1. Squeaky mice are not allowed to be in the Red Barn
2. Squeaky mice are allowed to be in the Yellow Barn.
Participants were asked to indicate (on a 7-point scale) whether or not mice are
allowed to be in the Green Barn. As in studies 1 & 2, we found a clear difference in
the predicted direction. Participants in the prohibition condition tended to say that it
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is permissible for the mice to be in the Green Barn (M=5.73), and this was
significantly different from the responses in the permission-training condition
(M=3.16, t(110)=7.8, p<.0001). The mixed condition produced results in the middle
(M=4.33), showing significant difference from both the prohibition-training
condition (t(125)=4.6, p<.0001) and the permission training condition (t(138)=3.76,
p=.0002). 35
Responses differed from chance in the prohibition-training condition (one
sample t-test t(48)=6.92, p<.0001) and in the permission training condition
(t(61)=3.194, p=.0022). This shows that, in simple cases, people can easily learn either
a residual prohibition rule (when trained on permissions) or a principle of natural
liberty (when trained on prohibitions).

Interestingly, responses in the mixed-

training condition showed a trend in the direction of thinking the new act would be
allowed — indicating an inclination towards inferring the Closure Principle of
Natural Liberty, but this did not reach significance (one sample t(77)=1.8, p=.07 n.s.).
In light of the trend in the mixed case, we ran one final experiment. In the
previous experiments, we used a 7-point scale, which gives participants the
opportunity to choose the midpoint under uncertainty. In the mixed case, this was a
very common response. In real life, the learner often cannot afford to stay on the
fence. So we ran a study with a 6-point scale, forcing participants to pick a side. 36 In
addition we made explicit that there were only two stated rules, by saying “The
Rules of Mice Book has only two rules.” Note in this case subjects cannot be
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understood as guessing what a missing rule might be; they know that this is the
complete set of rules, so they are being induced to directly determine the closure
rule. It is also important to stress that they are not being taught a closure rule, or
even instructed that there is one. In this experiment subjects knew that they had
received the entire set of rules, so they cannot be taken as guessing what the missing
rule might be. And critically, it cannot be the case that a closure rule is part of the
rule system — if they employ a closure rule it must be the case that it comes from
outside the system. Neither Natural Liberty nor Residue Prohibition can be a
justified rule in the set. Yet, when induced to take sides by the six-point scale,
subjects show a strong tendency to close the system. Responses differed from chance
in the prohibition-training condition (M=5.5; one sample t-test t(27)=13.33, p<.0001)
and in the permission training condition (M=1.8; t(26)=5.05, p<.0001). And as before,
there were significant differences between all conditions. 37 Most importantly, in this
task, responses in the mixed condition also differed from chance (M=4.79, t(41)=4.84,
p<.0001). Participants were markedly more likely to think that the new action was
allowed when given an example of one prohibition rule and one permission rule.38
These results indicate that people can infer closure principles in rationally
appropriate ways, based on limited evidence. In addition, it is clear that people can
learn different closure principles for different domains. There is not a single closure
principle that applies to all rule systems. Social (or personal) morality itself could
well be divided into different domains with different closure rules; we have said
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nothing to indicate that all social (or personal) morality is of one piece. That is a
topic for further investigation. In what follows we will speak of “morality” as if it
was only one domain, but it should be stressed that the experiments do not speak to
that issue.

IV MORAL RULES, UNCERTAIN ENVIRONMENTS, AND INNOVATION

A. Bodo Ethics
Our experiments suggest that systems of moral rules based on either closure rule are
in principle teachable and decisive, though it does seem that in the face of ambiguity
learners lean toward natural liberty. Those who primarily learn prohibition rules,
our data indicates, tend to treat their morality as being one of natural liberty rather
than residual prohibition. Thus a morality primarily of prohibitions will tend to be
one in which participants infer Minimal Natural Liberty, while those who have
learned moralities focused on permission rules will tend to infer that what morality
does permit, it prohibits — i.e., unless there is an explicit permission, morality
prohibits an action. Thus those who endorse the two desiderata for social morality
(§II, C) and would follow Forst in his rejection of natural liberty, have reasons to
teach a social morality of moral permissions, and so encourage moral learners to
accept the alternative closure rule, the Residual Prohibition Principle. We have
shown that they may well be able to do this. Should they wish to?
It is hard to see why. Prohibitory systems of moral rules grounded on the
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Closure Principle of Natural Liberty (and so which include the Minimal Principle of
Natural Liberty) have a decisive advantage over the permission-based systems that
lead leaners to reject natural liberty: they allow individuals and groups to adjust to
quickly changing and complex environments, and provide a hospitable morality for
what Mill called “experiments of living.” 39 To see — in perhaps an overly-stark way
— the dynamic contrast between moralities of natural liberty and residual
prohibition, consider Russell Hardin’s charge that rule-based ethics are versions of
“Bodo ethics;”
Axel Leijonhufvud… characterizes the village society of eleventh century France in which the
villager Bodo lived. We have detailed knowledge of that society from the parish records of
the church of St. Germaine. Today one would say that that church is in the center of Paris, but
in Bodo’s time it was a rural parish distant enough from Paris that many of its inhabitants
may never have seen Paris. Virtually everything Bodo consumed was produced by about
eighty people, all of whom he knew well. Indeed, most of what he consumed was most likely
produced by his own family. If anyone other than these eighty people touched anything he
consumed, it was salt, which would have come from the ocean and would have passed
through many hands on the way to St. Germaine, or it was spices, which would have
traveled enormous distances and passed through even more hands. 40

Hardin advances a variety of criticisms of Bodo ethics; one important claim is that in
Bodo’s world a rule-based morality made perfect sense, as his life confronted “a
relatively limited range of kinds of actions.” 41 Given this, a set of rules that identified
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all the available action-types, and then sorted them into the categories of the
prohibited, required or permitted, was a plausible basis for social order. Indeed,
perhaps a system of rules in such a very simple social world could do without a
closure rule: if the available action-types are few and very stable, perhaps the system
could be closed without any default rule. But even Bodo ethics probably could not
identify all the available act-types in the village, and even in this very stable world
novel events occasionally occurred. For Bodo ethics, the Residual Prohibition
Principle is entirely appropriate. All the useful or appropriate act-types could be
identified in the course of village history; given its stable environment the
justifiability of these act-type also would be stable. The Residual Prohibition
Principle would then close the system and better secure social coordination, by
sorting any act-type not identified in the system of rules as prohibited.
Hardin insists that in our social world, with its immensely “richer range of
activities,” technologies and scale, and where new act-types are constantly arising
(e.g., blogging, cyber-terrorism, intellectual theft), a rule-based morality cannot be
the primary mode to secure social order and coordinate our expectations. 42 Indeed,
Hardin believes that Kantian ethics — understood as action based on rules — is sort
of latter-day Bodo ethics. 43 Hardin’s critique is insightful concerning Residual
Prohibition Systems. As new act-types arise (i.e., those that are not categories in the
original set of rules), they will be sorted into prohibitions: act-types that are not on
the list of the permitted are prohibited. Thus new ways of acting are morally
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prohibited. To be sure, eventually the system might be revised so that these new acttypes are specifically sorted into, say, the permitted category, but that process of
explicit revision will be relatively slow, and will never comprehensively categorize
all the new act-types that arise in dynamic societies. A residual prohibition system is
thus be highly conservative, and will have great difficult adapting to new
environments, in which the social or individual value of engaging in certain action
types fluctuates.
It might be thought that a residual prohibition system could cope with the
emergence of new act-types through analogy or similarity. This is, indeed, a way in
which change occurs in rule systems: a new type of action is reinterpreted as akin to
some familiar one that is covered by an existing rule. In 2015, for example, the
United States Federal Communications Commission categorized some activities of
cable companies as public utilities, 44 thus drawing cable companies’ provision of
internet services under rules originally designed for telephone providers. In similar
ways, ”blogging” can be categorized as publishing, as “cyber-terrorism” as violence.
And therein lies the problem. In all these cases the extensions of current
categorizations are uncertain and controversial. There is real disagreement about
these matters, and that is why centralized authoritative bodies such as the Federal
Communications Commission make authoritative (and often highly controversial)
rulings. In the informal system of social regulation we call social morality, when the
Residual Prohibition Principle is operative, new act-types are thus either simply
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prohibited (and so the morality is conservative) or are reinterpreted by individuals,
thus rendering scope of the rules highly uncertain, and so undermining their
teachability and decisiveness.
In contrast, a system of natural liberty will sort new act-types as permissible; one
is free to engage in a new type of action that is not covered by existing prohibitions.
Now we do not wish to suggest that systems of natural liberty are entirely immune
to disputes about how to categorize new actions (which is why, presumably, Hardin
thinks all rule-based moralities are infected with the limits of Bodo ethics). Consider
a rule that was clear in, say, 1980: one has the right to control information about
(legal) activities that occur in one’s own home. Others are thus prohibited from
obtaining and using this information for commercial purposes without one’s
consent. 45 As the new action type of web browsing arose, and Google can use
information about one’s browsing history (that in one way is) “on one’s home
computer” to select ads for future viewing, some argue that this new act-type should
be included in the older prohibition against “commercial spying,” while others resist
this analogy.
There is, however, a critical difference between the two systems, even in the face
of uncertainty and dispute. In a natural liberty system, if a moral innovator does not
conclude that the analogy holds, he will conclude that morality allows his innovative
activity; in a residual prohibition system, unless the innovator concludes that a
relevant analogy holds — that the new action type is analogous to a permitted type
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— she will desist. It is in this sense that a natural liberty system encourages
experimentation and discovery. The moral experimenter — one is who doing new
things in new ways — need not first convince himself that the new action type falls
under a previous permission; he proceeds as long as he does not conclude that the
new type falls under a current prohibition. Given that in many circumstances any
analogy to previous types of action will be very imperfect and so uncertain, this
asymmetry is of great significance, freeing the innovator from proving (to himself)
his freedom to discover.
Thus far we have been considering only the point of the view of the innovator,
who consults his own understanding of morality, and checks whether, as he
understands it, morality gives his innovative activity a green light. However, as Mill
stressed, “[g]enius can only breathe freely in an atmosphere of freedom.” 46 If one
expects that others who, say do uphold the disputed analogy, will believe one’s
action to be prohibited and act on their belief, then the innovative activity is apt,
after all, to be checked. Worry about this sort of interpersonal case drives us back to
the Strong, or Full-fledged Liberal, Principle of Natural Liberty, which we discussed
at the outset, viz.
(1) (a) Alan does not need a permission granted by any moral rule R, in order
to φ without moral fault.
(b) So he is not always morally required to cite a permission in the face of
a moral challenge to his φ–ing by Betty.
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(c) In this sense Alan is under no standing obligation to justify his φ-ing.
(2) (a) Interference with, or restriction of, Alan’s φ-ing requires justification.
(b) Unless Betty, the interferer, can cite a moral permission to interfere,
she is morally blameworthy for her interference.
The Strong Principle of Natural Liberty is an interpersonal principle of justification,
putting the interpersonal onus on Betty, who would claim that Alan’s innovative
activity is prohibited: she must provide the justification, showing that Alan’s new
act-type falls under a previous prohibition. The Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
is important but, of course, it is insufficient to provide that atmosphere of freedom
that Mill so valued.

B. Residual Prohibition without Conservatism?
It may seem that a critic of natural liberty such as Forst could avoid the conservatism
implicit in a residual prohibition system by appealing to a version of what we
deemed the General Prohibition Principle (§II, B): while there is a general
prohibition on acting without justification, if one can justify one may proceed. So:
The Proceed with Justification Principle: If one is engaging in some new action type
γ for which there is no current permission in the system of moral rules, one may γ
if and only if one can justify γ-ing to others.
For Forst, this may be a Kantian public reason principle, in which one justifies γ-ing
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to all free and equal persons; to a utilitarian it could be a principle that allows new
activity to be justified by appeal to the general welfare. In environmental thinking,
this could be a version of the “precautionary principle,” which allows new action
when a clear case can be made that its benefits exceed the costs. All such views
might insist that, by including this general principle within the system of rules, a
residual prohibition system can be dynamic, allowing those new act-types that are
justifiable, useful, and so on.
The Proceed with Justification Principle clearly lacks a sort of epistemic
decisiveness; it is often extraordinarily unclear how these calculations are to be
made. While, perhaps, in theory Proceed with Justification might have a definitive
answer, it is most unlikely that people will be able to coordinate on it. At least from
the perspective of social morality, and its aim to coordinate normative and empirical
expectations, inclusion of such a principle scores badly on an important
desideratum. And in some cases, given our current information there may be no
determinate answer we can reach, and so an even deeper idea of determinacy is
violated.
Still, it might be thought that the costs in determinacy (and perhaps teachability)
entailed by accepting The Proceed with Justification Principle are exceeded by the
benefits. The benefits, however, are meager — even with the addition of this
principle, moralities of residual prohibition remain deeply conservative. Innovators
can seldom justify their innovative activity, not only because they have little idea of
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its consequences, but often very little idea of just what they are doing. A classic
example is Alexander Fleming’s discovery of penicillin; when he noticed a “blob of
mold” when cleaning out his petri dishes, he did not know that he was about to
discover penicillin. 47 As Fleming remarked “One sometimes finds what one is not
looking for.” Fleming may well have been unable to justify his experiments that led
to discovery of penicillin, because he did not know that is what he was doing, and
no one could have known. And that is why Benn focuses on a senseless activity such
as pebble-splitting: recall that Betty’s demand that Alan justify his pebble splitting
requires him “to explain it, to redescribe it as an activity with an intelligible point.”
But it is precisely what the innovator may well be unable to do. There is no logic of
discovery; some innovators seek a result, and achieve something in the
neighborhood, others find something entirely different, and others are not quite sure
what they are doing or why they are doing it. If, before proceeding with his
innovative activity the innovators must justify it, very often the justification will not
be forthcoming, as he has no clear idea of what it is that he is trying to justify. And, if
so, the Residual Prohibition Principle will once again come into play, with its
conservative implications.

V. CONCLUSION: TEACHING MORALITY FOR AN OPEN SOCIETY

A system of moral rules that is conducive to innovation and experimentation, we
have argued, is one that is grounded on the Minimal Principle of Natural Liberty
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and its associated closure rule. Such a system is far from Hardin’s Bodo ethics. In
addition, our findings point to the conclusion that the teaching of such a morality
should focus on prohibition rules. Those who primarily learn prohibition rules, we
have stressed, tend to treat their morality as being one of natural liberty rather than
residual prohibition. This, then, provides grounds for claiming that the morality of
an open society — one that is friendly to innovation and discovery — will be one
focused on prohibitions. The point, of course, applies with equal force to the law. As
a recent editorial of The Economist pointed out in relation to the liberalization of
Cuba, “In place of a ‘positive list’ of permitted private activities, the government
should publish a negative one that reserves just a few for the state. All others would
then be open to private initiative, including professions such as architecture,
medicine, education and the law.”48
Natural liberty, then, seems fundamental to the moral rules of an open society, in
which not only the outcomes, but the point of our action is often unknown.
Consequently, in an open society we will very often be unable to justify a claim to
liberty. As Hayek observed, “Freedom granted only when it known beforehand that
its effects will be beneficial is not freedom. If we knew how freedom would be used,
the need for it would largely disappear.”49
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